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Abstract—Itinerary planning is one of the most important tasks in tourism. A well-planned itinerary enhances the tourist experience and their visit satisfaction in new cities. However, the task of planning personalized tour itineraries is complicated by tourists with different interest preferences. Furthermore, there is an added complexity of recommending an itinerary with discrete budget, time and cost. Due to an increase in web-technologies and online geo-location services, there is emerging research targeting itinerary recommendation based on each tourist’s interest, preferences and trip constraints. While several research works consider tourist interest, they adopt a simple measure based on the number of times a tourist has visited a place or the number of photos taken by the tourist at a place. Our research proposes an improved sentiment-aware personalized tour planner that considers each tourist’s interests based on his/her sentiments on specific categories relative to his/her overall preferences. Unlike the previous approaches that do not consider the actual opinion based preferences, our proposed approach determines user interests based on their sentiments associated with their written text about a place of their visit. This interest measure is based on the intuition that users are more likely to post favorable comments about places they like. Using a dataset from Twitter, we compare our proposed algorithm against the baseline and experimental results show that our algorithm obtained superior performance in terms of tour precision, recall, F1-score and overall popularity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tour planning is an important but difficult task for people visiting unfamiliar cities. Personalized tour recommendation is a popular but challenging problem as every traveller has different interest preferences. Visitors are faced with the challenge of identifying popular places aligned with their personal interests. In addition, there is an added complexity due to the need to schedule visits to all recommended places while considering the available tour budget, time and cost.

During such tour visits, people frequently upload pictures and posts relating to the places they have visited in their travel itinerary. Due to the growing popularity of social media, it has become a significant data source for analyzing user preferences and planning personalized itinerary strategies [1], [2]. Despite the availability of information on Internet about travel guides and famous places, visitor’s personal interests and their trip constraints are not considered.

With the advancement in web technologies and geo-location services, there is an increase in the amount of online geo-tagged photos that facilitate the modelling of user interest, preferences and trip constraints while strategizing itinerary planning. The time-stamp along with the geo-tag helps to identify the amount of time people spend at a particular place at different hours of the day and different days of the week. While earlier works consider user interest, they adopt a simple measure based on the number of times a user has visited a place.

Recent works solve this tour planning problem by generating itineraries based on photo frequency of the user at different Points of Interests (POIs) [3], user visit duration at POIs [4], weather conditions and seasons [5]–[7], traffic conditions [8], [9], queuing time awareness at POIs [10], aspatial semantics involving user preferences, other users’ visiting sequences [11], etc. Along with spatial-temporal information, the tags and text of the geo-tagged post provide crucial information about the personal user experience during the visit. The text of the post can be used to analyze the sentiments of each user, associated with his/her POI visit. Unlike conventional approaches that do not consider the actual opinion based preferences of the users, our sentiment-aware approach considers user preferences based on their sentiments associated with their written text at a place of their visit. We propose an enhanced tour recommendation system that considers user sentiment based approach along with the interest preferences and other trip constraints to suggest better personalized tour itineraries.

Main Contributions

Unlike earlier works which adopt a simplistic definition of user interest based on visit counts or photo frequency, we propose a tour recommendation system that utilizes a novel user-sentiment relative measure of interest preference build upon the Orienteering problem.

We propose two approaches of user-specific interest preferences based on large collection of geo-tagged tweets available.
online. The first approach is used as a baseline approach that aims to recommend an itinerary by considering the visit frequency of each POI by all users. It utilizes the visit frequency to determine the popularity of each POI and recommends the itinerary based on the most popular POIs. The second proposed approach uses sentiment-awareness on textual content obtained from location based social network posts for recommending personalized itineraries, by combining sentiment-analysis techniques with personalization and path planning algorithm. This approach focuses on user opinions and views derived from textual content that a user posted about a specific visited POI, to cater to specific category of interest to the user. For instance, if a user has shown positive sentiment towards museum and multiplexes but not outdoors and beaches, then the recommendation system considers that while building the personalized itinerary.

II. RELATED WORK

Traditionally, tour recommendation systems are based on greedy heuristics, calculating the shortest path in terms of distance or time [12], [13]. Recent research include more personalized and detailed approaches for automatic generation of itineraries based on parameters like user preferences, location history, trip constraints etc [3], [4], [12]–[25]. The data source used for these experiments is frequently obtained from location based social networks (LBSNs) or similar social networks with geo-tagged content.

Recommending an optimal trip that maximizes user’s experience and considers the budget constraints, is an NP hard problem. There are several approaches of modelling similar tour recommendation problem and a large number of them are based on the Orienteering problem and its variants [3], [4], [20], [26]. In the following sections, we briefly review the Orienteering problem followed by some key researches in the field of tour recommendation.

A. Orienteering problem overview

The Orienteering problem aims to determine routing among multiple nodes where each node has a score associated with it. The objective is to maximize the total score which is the result of visiting several nodes within the provided time constraint and budget [27]. [28], [29] provide an in-depth review of Orienteering problem. [28] introduces the competition/sport of Orienteering as an event where the event is scored based on an optimization problem of maximizing the total obtainable score given a limited competition time. On the other hand, [29] reviews the Orienteering problem, its implications by comparing and discussing published approaches and established heuristics for solving the Orienteering problem.

B. Variants of Tour Recommendation

Tour recommendation is a well-studied field that includes various research works with different approaches. The approaches typically focus on maximizing user preferences within the given trip constraints [3], [16], [18]–[20], [30], [14] suggests an approach to recommend itineraries to people travelling to a new city with no previous history based on offline modelling and online recommendation of places learnt from social opinions of local experts. [12] proposed a trip builder where user tour itineraries were matched to touristic POIs from Wikipedia and modelled as an instance of Generalized Maximum coverage problem. As an extension of the work of [12], [13] proposed a solution based on an instance of the Travelling Salesman Problem. [16] proposed a unique method of using POI and route information as features to a machine learning algorithm to recommend tour routes. There are also several researches that modelled the tour recommendation problem based on the Orienteering problem [3], [31], [32] considering several POI visit sequences and trip constraints. Several research works also considered real life constraints like POI availability, travelling time uncertainty and POI diversity to recommend personalized tours [24], [25]. Parameters modelling real time constraints like queuing time awareness [10], visit duration [33], visit recency [4], photo frequency [3], route attractiveness [34]–[36] and data on pedestrian crowdedness [23] significantly aid the itinerary recommendations. Furthermore, there has been development of various mobile and online applications for the purpose of tour recommendation [21], [37]–[40].

C. Differences with earlier works

Our proposed approach is based on sentiment analysis and differs from the conventional tour recommendation works in various aspects. We derive user-based interest from user’s post (tweet) by analyzing the sentiment associated with the text of the post about POIs of specific categories. While there are interesting approaches that uses sentiment for recommendation purposes [41]–[43], many of these works focus on individual item recommendation, whereas the tour recommendation tasks includes the additional consideration of various trip constraints and multiple items. The current state-of-art tour recommendation approaches use either time-based user interest (based on POI visit duration), visit frequency based user interest, photo-frequency based user interest or explicitly mentioned user interest preferences for itinerary recommendation. These approaches do not consider the actual user opinion about the place of visit and provides an approximation of user interest, where interest could have positive or negative views associated with it. In contrast, we propose an enhanced tour recommendation system that considers user sentiment based approach along with the interest preferences and other trip constraints to suggest better personalized tour itineraries.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHMS

In this section, we first present our problem formulation along with the constraints, followed by the definitions of the baselines and proposed algorithms. Following which, we discuss the dataset used for the experiments.

A. Problem Formulation

Similar to many earlier works [3], we model our recommendation problem based on the Orienteering problem [27]–[29].
In this tour recommendation problem, our main objective is to recommend a tour itinerary $I = \{p_1, \ldots, p_N\}$ that maximizes the total profit from visiting the list of POIs $p_1$ to $P_N$, while ensuring that the tour itinerary can be completed within a specific time budget $B$. Given a set of POIs $P$, we are trying to optimize for:

$$\text{Max} \sum_{p_i \in P} \sum_{p_j \in P} \text{Path}_{p_i, p_j} \left( \eta \text{Int}_u(p_i) + (1 - \eta) \text{Pop}(p_i) \right) \quad (1)$$

where $\text{Path}_{p_i, p_j} = 1$ if a path between POI $p_i$ and $p_j$ is selected as part of the itinerary, and $\text{Path}_{p_i, p_j} = 0$ otherwise. $\text{Int}_u(p_i)$ represents a user-specific interest score of how interesting POI $p_i$ is to user $u$, while $\text{Pop}(p_i)$ indicates the general popularity of POI $p_i$.

In addition, Equation 1 is subjected to the following constraints:

(i) starting and ending at specific POIs

(ii) connectivity of POIs in the itinerary

(iii) completing the itinerary within a specific time or distance budget $B$.

$$\sum_{p_i \in I} \text{Path}_{p_i, p_i} = \sum_{p_j \in I} \text{Path}_{p_i, p_j} = 1 \quad (2)$$

Constraint (i) (Equation 2) ensures that the recommended itinerary starts at a specific POI $p_s$, and ends at another specific POI $p_e$. In real-life, this starting and destination POIs would correspond to POIs near the hotel that a tourist is staying at.

$$\sum_{p_i, p_k \in I} \text{Path}_{p_i, p_k} = \sum_{p_j, p_k \in I} \text{Path}_{p_i, p_j} \leq 1 \quad (3)$$

Constraint (ii) (Equation 3) ensures that the recommended itinerary fulfills two conditions, namely: (i) all selected paths are connected as a full itinerary; and (ii) no POIs are visited more than once.

$$\sum_{p_i \in I} \sum_{p_j \in I} \text{Cost}(p_i, p_j) \text{Path}_{p_i, p_j} \leq B \quad (4)$$

Constraint (iii) (Equation 4) ensures that the recommended itinerary can be completed within a specific time or distance budget $B$.

**B. Algorithms and Baselines**

The two approaches applied for recommending itinerary are as follows:

(i) Baseline approach ($PA_V$): This approach is based on the visit frequency of POIs. Given a set of travel history of all users $U$, the popularity of the POI is determined using average visit frequency at each POI.

(ii) Proposed sentiment-aware approach ($PA_S$): This approach is based on the sentiment scores of users associated with each POI. Given a set of travel history of all users $U$, the interest relevance of the POI is determined using the average sentiment score at each POI.

Multiple categories of places can comprise multiple POIs in a city. Consider $m$ POIs for a particular city. Let $P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_m\}$ be the set of POIs in that city. Each POI $p$ has a category $\text{Cat}_p$ (e.g., retail, education centre, community use) and latitude/longitude coordinates associated with it. Following which, we present the key notations and definitions used in this paper.

**Definition 1: Travel History.**

1) $PA_V$: Given a user $u$ who has visited $n$ POIs, the travel history is determined as an ordered sequence, $S_V = ((p_1, v_{p_1}), (p_2, v_{p_2}), \ldots, (p_n, v_{p_n}))$, where each duplet $(p_x, v_{p_x})$ comprises the visited POI $p_x$, and the number of visits at POI $p_x$.

2) $PA_S$: Given a user $u$ who has visited $n$ POIs, the travel history is determined as an ordered sequence, $S_S = ((p_1, s_{p_1}), (p_2, s_{p_2}), \ldots, (p_n, s_{p_n}))$, where each duplet $(p_x, s_{p_x})$ comprises the visited POI $p_x$, and the sentiment score at POI $p_x$.

**Definition 2: Average POI popularity.**

1) $PA_V$: Given a set of travel histories of all users $U$, the system determines the popularity of the POI using average visit frequency at each POI.

$$\overline{PV}(p) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{u \in U} \sum_{p_x \in S_u} (v_{p_x}) \delta(p_x = p) \forall p \in P \quad (5)$$

where $n$ is the number of visits at POI $p$ by all users $U$ and $\delta(p_x = p)= 1$, if $p_x = p$ and 0, otherwise.

2) $PA_S$: Given a set of travel history of all users $U$, the system determines the interest relevance of the POI using average sentiment score of each POI.

$$\overline{PS}(p) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{u \in U} \sum_{p_x \in S_u} (s_{p_x}) \delta(p_x = p) \forall p \in P \quad (6)$$

where $n$ is the total sentiment scores of POI $p$ by all users $U$ and $\delta(p_x = p)= 1$, if $p_x = p$ and 0, otherwise.

**Definition 3: User Interest functions.**

As mentioned earlier, the category of a POI $p$ is represented as $\text{Cat}_p$. Given that $C$ denotes the set of all POI categories, the interest of a user $u$ in POI category $c$ is denoted as follows:
1) $PA_V^V$:

$$Int_u^V(c) = \sum_{p_x \in S_V} \frac{(u_{px})}{PV(p_x)} \delta(Cat_{px} = C) \forall c \in C \quad (7)$$

where $\delta(Cat_{px} = C) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } Cat_{px} = C \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

2) $PA_S$:

$$Int_u^S(c) = \sum_{p_x \in S_S} \frac{(s_{px})}{PS(p_x)} \delta(Cat_{px} = C) \forall c \in C \quad (8)$$

where $\delta(Cat_{px} = C) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } Cat_{px} = C \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

In short, the above equations for our proposed sentiment-aware approach are used to model the interest of a user in a particular POI category $c$ based on sentiment score of each POI of category $c$, relative to the average sentiment score of all users at the same POI. Our reasoning for this formulation is that a user is likely to write more positive tweet text about the POI that he/she is interested in. Thus, by calculating the sentiment score (positive and negative) of a user, the interest level of that user in POIs of this category is determined. We use the popular open-source vader sentiment-analysis module [44] for calculating the sentiment scores of the tweet text.

Based on the above problem definitions, we then proceed to solve the tour recommendation problem as a variant of Integer Programming (IP) problem. The lpsolve linear programming module [45] is used to solve the IP problem.

IV. DATA

For our experiment and analysis, we utilized a Twitter dataset collected for Melbourne, Australia similar to [46], which comprises 2.2 million geo-tagged tweets that are not mapped to POIs yet. Twitter is a suitable data source for this task and has been frequently used for similar location-based works such as event detection [47]–[50]. These geo-tagged tweets were then mapped to a list of POIs based on their respective entries on the City of Melbourne’s Open Data Platform [51], i.e., proximity of geo-tagged tweets to the entries of POIs based on their latitude/longitude coordinates. In a similar manner, the categories of POIs are based on their respective entries listed on the City of Melbourne’s Open Data Platform. The dataset furthermore comprises information like the date and timestamp of tweets, geo-location coordinates of tweets, user ID, tweet text, hashtags etc. The descriptive statistics of the dataset is shown in Table I.

V. DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the analysis of our sentiment-based approach, performed over geo-tagged posts from Twitter (as per Table I). The following sections describe several data graphs and charts involving comparison of sentiment scores of posts with several other features like visit frequency, time of post and hashtags. The aim is to infer the relationships between post sentiments and other mentioned features of posts, which will show the usefulness of sentiment scores as a user interest function for recommending itineraries.

A. Correlation between POI visit frequency and user sentiment scores corresponding to POIs

The correlation plot in Figure 1 contains the analysis performed over the tweet data, described in Table I. The x-axis of the plot corresponds to the average compound (overall)
The sentiment score of each POI ranging from -1 to 1. The compound sentiment score comprises the weighted positive, negative and neutral sentiment scores of the text. The y-axis corresponds to the average visit frequency of each POI. The legend shows the respective categories that each of the 229 POIs belong to.

The plot shows that POIs with lower sentiment score and higher sentiment score have less visit frequency compared to POIs with moderate sentiment score. This trend indicates that places like residential accommodation, place of assembly which are occasionally visited gets extreme (either low or high) sentiment scores from people. Due to the calculation of sentiment scores based on fewer tweets and visit frequency, the overall score for such POIs end up being extreme. As the visit frequency increases and the place becomes frequently visited, a higher number of people start posting their views about that place. Thus places belonging to the categories of “education centre” and “community use” results in generally moderate sentiment score due to increased number of positive/negative sentiment tweets that average to a moderate scale.

B. Comparison of sentiment analysis modules
The scatter plot in Figure 2 shows the POI category-wise correlation between the two open source sentiment analysis modules – Vader [44] and Textblob [52] – analyzed over a sample set comprising of 5% (13,300+ tweets) of the whole dataset. The aim of this comparison is to find out the level of similarity between the scores of the two modules, in order to check the validity of the scores used for modelling the sentiment-based interest approach.

The plot includes the best fit increasing curve, deviating only slightly from the ideal positive correlation line. Except for a few outliers, not in a far range, the score data adheres to the increasing curve. This result indicates that both sentiment analysis modules give out quite similar scores for analysis, thus showing that our approach is able to work properly, independent of the different choices of sentiment analysis technique.

C. POI categories and sentiments across hours and days
The plots in Figure 3 show the average compound sentiment scores (along with the standard deviation bounds of the distribution) for different hours of the day and different days of the week, corresponding to five POI categories: (i) community user; (ii) education centre; (iii) leisure/recreation; (iv) retail; and (v) transport.

Sentiments across hours: POI categories like education centre, community use and retail show a peak in sentiment score during morning hours. This correlates with the usual visit duration of these category of places, i.e. morning. The standard error shows higher deviation in some categories during 4 - 5am time. This could be due to higher variability in the scores or lesser number of tweets due to those (contextually) odd hours.

Sentiments across days: POI categories like retail, transport, education centre display noticeable rise in sentiment score during the weekdays. As these places are related to the daily routine of people, they are expected to have higher scores in weekdays. Categories like leisure/recreation and community use show a slightly higher sentiment towards the weekend. People are expected to visit these places more during the weekends compared to the weekdays. The standard error limits are comparatively lower and constant compared to the hour wise plots. Note that Day 1 corresponds to Monday, Day 2 Tuesday and so on.

Overall, the plots show the expected pattern of user sentiments with respect to various times of the post. For instance, generally users are more likely to post favourable comments during the day time, at the above mentioned categories, than at nights. The figures describe the anticipated user pattern with respect to user sentiments, validating the use of sentiment scores as a user interest function to model the sentiment-based interest approach.

D. Word clouds of hashtags for POI categories
The word clouds in Figure 4 highlight the prominent hashtags from tweets regarding specific POI categories like (i) transport; (ii) retail; (iii) leisure/recreation; (iv) education centre; and (v) transport.

Hashtags like unimelb, rmit, artschool, university, endomondo, endorphins are prominent in the category of “Education centre”. These indicate the education centres and topics popular in Melbourne. Whereas, queensvictoriamarket, nightmarket,
Fig. 3. Tweet hour and weekday comparison against their respective average Vader sentiment compound score for the following POI categories: (i) Community Use; (ii) Education; (iii) Leisure/Recreation; (iv) Retail; (v) Transport.

vicmarket, market, bourkestreet are prominent in “Retail” category, indicating the market areas (retail) of Melbourne. flindestreetstation, melbournecentralstation, flindestreet, docklands are notable in “Transport” category, which are popular stations and transport destinations of Melbourne. Lastly, ausopen, australiabopen, tennis, mcg, afl are outstanding in the category of “Leisure and Recreation”. These hashtags are related to popular sports being played in Australia. Though these hash-
Fig. 4. Word cloud of Twitter hashtags prominent for the following POI categories (clockwise from top left): Community Use; Education; Leisure/Recreation; Transport; and Retail.

tags can be dynamic and are not constant events for attracting tourists, these are the famous sport events that play a role in attracting tourists to Australia. The above word clouds comprise of the most frequently used hashtags from the posts, corresponding to their respective POI categories.

VI. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

Evaluation and Metrics.

We evaluated our algorithm and the baselines using leave-one-out cross-validation, which involves evaluating a specific travel sequence of a user, while using his/her other travel sequences as training data. The following evaluation metrics were used:

1) Tour Precision: \( T_p(I) \). This metric is defined as the proportion of POIs recommended in itinerary I, that matched user’s real-life travel sequence.

Let \( P_r \) be the set of POIs recommended in itinerary I and \( P_v \) be the set of POIs visited in the actual travel sequence then the tour precision is defined as: 
\[
T_p(I) = \frac{|P_r \cap P_v|}{|P_r|}.
\]

2) Tour Recall: \( T_r(I) \). This metric is defined as the proportion of POIs in a user’s actual travel sequence that were also recommended in itinerary I.

Let \( P_r \) be the set of POIs recommended in itinerary I and \( P_v \) be the set of POIs visited in the real-life travel sequence then the tour recall is defined as:
\[
T_r(I) = \frac{|P_r \cap P_v|}{|P_v|}.
\]

3) Tour F\(_1\)-score: \( T_{F_1}(I) \). This metric is the harmonic mean of both the recall and precision of a recommended tour itinerary I. Mathematically, it is defined as:
\[
T_{F_1}(I) = \frac{2 \times T_p(I) \times T_r(I)}{T_p(I) + T_r(I)}.
\]

4) Tour Popularity: \( T_{pop}(I) \). This metric is the overall popularity of all POIs in the recommended itinerary I. Also defined as:
\[
T_{pop}(I) = \sum_{p \in I} Pop_p.
\]

5) Tour Interest: \( T_{Int}(I) \). This metric is the overall interest of all POIs in the recommended itinerary I to a user \( u \). Also defined as:
\[
T_{Int}(I) = \sum_{p \in I} Int_u(Cat_p).
\]

VII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison between Sentiment based User Interest(\( PA_{S.25} \), \( PA_{S.5} \), \( PA_{S.1} \)), Visit frequency based User Interest(\( PA_{V.25} \), \( PA_{V.5} \), \( PA_{V.1} \)) and a combination of both Sentiment and Visit frequency based User Interests(\( PA_{V-S.25} \), \( PA_{V-S.5} \), \( PA_{V-S.1} \)) with respect to interest weights 0.5 and 1 has been carried out with a dataset comprising of 31000+ user sequences, which was 40% of the total dataset. The interest weight indicates the balance between place popularity and user interest level while modeling the objective function. 0.5 interest weight indicates an equal balance between popularity
Table II shows that in terms of popularity (T_{pop}) and interest (T_{int}), the proposed sentiment-aware interest algorithms perform better than the baseline algorithms. The combination approach with interest weight of 0.5 (PA_{VS,5}) outperforms the rest of the proposed and baseline methods in terms of all the three metrics. The combination approach also outperforms the baseline algorithms in terms of popularity and interest. Overall, the algorithms with interest weight of 0.25 (PA_{V,25}, PA_{S,25} and PA_{VS,25}) have better performance compared to the other approaches. This indicates that the algorithms that give a smaller emphasis on user interest and larger emphasis on popularity provide the best quality of prediction for tour recommendation. Furthermore, the results suggest that the combined approach (for interest weight of 0.25) offers the best performance, followed by the sentiment-aware approach (for interest weight of 0.5), which performs at par with the baseline approach. Hence, the approaches considering both user interest and the interest metric is used to determine the most optimal recommendation solution, it may not be necessarily realistic in terms of recommendation of places.

B. Comparison in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-Score.

From Table II, we can observe that with regards to precision (T_{p}), recall (T_{r}) and F1-score (T_{F1}) the proposed sentiment-aware algorithm with interest weight of 0.25 (PA_{S,25}) offers a similar performance as the baseline (PA_{V,25}). Although the combination of both sentiment-based approach and visit frequency approach (PA_{VS,25}) outperforms the previous two methods in terms of all the three metrics. The combination approach also outperforms the rest of the proposed and baseline methods of interest weights 0.5 and 1, standing out to be the best. Considering interest weights 0.5 and 1, the proposed approach with interest weight of 0.5 (PA_{S,5}) outperforms the baseline algorithms. The combined interest algorithms (PA_{V,S,5} and PA_{VS,5}) in the experiments by several percentages, standing out to be superior. Though PA_{S,1} performs at par with the baseline PA_{V,1} when interest weight is considered to be 1. The baseline algorithms PA_{V,5} and PA_{V,1} outperforms their respective combined algorithms having the same interest weights.

A. Comparison in terms of Popularity and Interest metrics.

Table II shows that in terms of popularity (T_{pop}) metric, the proposed sentiment-aware interest algorithms with interest weights of 0.25 and 0.5 (PA_{S,25} and PA_{S,5}) outperform the baseline algorithms. Whereas, the combined approach methods (PA_{VS,25}, PA_{VS,5} and PA_{VS,1}) perform better than the two stand-alone approaches in terms of overall tour popularity. Overall, the algorithms with interest weight 0.25 outperform the rest in terms of tour popularity, implying visit recommendations to more popular and famous places.

Furthermore, in terms of interest (T_{int}) metric, the proposed sentiment-aware approaches have slightly lower performance compared to the baseline and the combined algorithms. The interest level of the combined approach is mostly higher or comparable to the stand-alone baseline approach. Though

### Table II

Comparison of sentiment-based user interests (PA_{V,25}, PA_{S,25}, PA_{S,1}), visit frequency based user interests (PA_{V,25}, PA_{V,5}, PA_{V,1}) and a combination of both sentiment and visit frequency based user interests (PA_{VS,25}, PA_{VS,5}, PA_{VS,1}) with respect to interest weights 0.5 and 1, in terms of precision (T_{p}), recall (T_{r}) and F1-score (T_{F1}), popularity (T_{pop}) and interest (T_{int}).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algo</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
<th>Interest</th>
<th>Popularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA_{V,25}</td>
<td>0.729 ± 0.026</td>
<td>0.827 ± 0.015</td>
<td>0.760 ± 0.022</td>
<td>1.109 ± 0.113</td>
<td>0.674 ± 0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{S,25}</td>
<td>0.729 ± 0.026</td>
<td>0.827 ± 0.015</td>
<td>0.760 ± 0.022</td>
<td>0.806 ± 0.102</td>
<td>0.674 ± 0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{VS,25}</td>
<td>0.734 ± 0.027</td>
<td>0.833 ± 0.015</td>
<td>0.764 ± 0.023</td>
<td>1.120 ± 0.114</td>
<td>0.706 ± 0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{V,5}</td>
<td>0.670 ± 0.023</td>
<td>0.796 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.710 ± 0.020</td>
<td>1.340 ± 0.106</td>
<td>0.628 ± 0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{S,5}</td>
<td>0.701 ± 0.023</td>
<td>0.818 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.738 ± 0.020</td>
<td>1.019 ± 0.115</td>
<td>0.647 ± 0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{VS,5}</td>
<td>0.654 ± 0.024</td>
<td>0.799 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.698 ± 0.020</td>
<td>1.259 ± 0.104</td>
<td>0.660 ± 0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{V,1}</td>
<td>0.695 ± 0.031</td>
<td>0.798 ± 0.019</td>
<td>0.729 ± 0.027</td>
<td>1.083 ± 0.127</td>
<td>0.416 ± 0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{S,1}</td>
<td>0.695 ± 0.031</td>
<td>0.798 ± 0.019</td>
<td>0.729 ± 0.027</td>
<td>0.998 ± 0.130</td>
<td>0.416 ± 0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA_{VS,1}</td>
<td>0.679 ± 0.031</td>
<td>0.797 ± 0.018</td>
<td>0.717 ± 0.027</td>
<td>1.224 ± 0.142</td>
<td>0.423 ± 0.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and place popularity give better performance for predicting where a user is more likely to travel in reality, compared to the stand-alone visit frequency baseline approach. The combined approach is the best followed by the proposed sentiment-aware approach, which is better or comparable to the visit frequency baseline, in terms of relevance of the recommended itinerary.

The overall results suggest that the algorithms using the combined approach performs better than the algorithms using stand-alone approaches in terms of tour popularity and user interest levels.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We modelled the tour recommendation problem as an instance of Orienteering problem and proposed a sentiment-aware approach for recommending personalized tours. We used geo-tagged tweets to determine sentiments of the users associated with specific POIs and automatically derived user interest and popularity of POI to train the algorithm. Our work improves upon the earlier research in several ways: (i) we introduce sentiment-aware user interest derived from user posts at a POI of a specific category, unlike earlier works based on visit or photo frequency based user interest; and (ii) we improve upon the personalization level for each user by recommending itineraries based on user’s personal views and opinions and identifying the positive or negative connotation associated with the interest level.

Using a Twitter dataset across several POI categories, we present a data analysis on how different POI categories correlate with different sentiment scores at varying time scales. Our proposed algorithms are evaluated against the frequency-based user interest baseline and the combination approach (includes both sentiment-based and frequency-based user interests) in terms of precision, recall, F1-score, tour popularity and interest. The experiment results show that: (i) the combined approach outperform both individual user interest approaches, followed by sentiment-based user interest approach in terms of precision, recall, F1-score and overall tour popularity; and (ii) sentiment-based interest approach gives a better prediction of where a user is more likely to travel compared to the baseline approach by considering the reviews and opinions of the users and using the positive or negative connotation as a proxy for their interest levels.

IX. FUTURE WORK

Some potential directions for future work are: (i) using improved and sophisticated sentiment analysis techniques that allows us to generalize across sentiments in different types of language in addition to English; (ii) using sentiment awareness approach to recommend tour itineraries for groups of users sharing similar interests and preferences; and (iii) recommending personalized tour itineraries considering the public transport arrival and departure time to minimize the waiting time and facilitate realistic tour planning by modelling real time uncertainty of public transport.
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